Vicary Mansion
Virtual Experience Kit

Helpful Websites
- Beaver County Historical Research & Landmarks Foundation
- Visit Beaver County
- Beaver Area Heritage Foundation

Learn...
- Learn the story behind the Vicary Mansion
- Read archived articles from local journal “Milestones”
- Discover what herbs are planted in the mansion garden
- Step into the captain’s shoes and brush up on the War of 1812

Do...
- Explore local history and get your passport stamped at each museum
- Walk along the underground railroad on a self-tour
- Visit Old Economy Village and learn about the Harmony Society
- Drive along Washington’s Trail, following his 1753 route

Helpful Guides
- Beaver County’s Events Guide
- Beaver County’s Attraction Guide

For Kids!
- Live like a captain and discover life on the water in the 1800s
- Become a trader and experience the merchant revolution of the 1800s
- Learn about the history of the War of 1812
- Color a picture of the nearby Baker House